Deterministic integrated tuning of multicycval resonances and phase for slow-light in coupled photonic crystal cavities
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We present the integrated chip-scale tuning of multiple photonic crystal cavities. The optimized implementation allows effective and precise tuning of multiple cavity resonances (up to ~1.60 nm/mW) and intercavity phase (~0.038 π/mW) by direct local temperature tuning on suspended silicon nanomembranes. Through designing the serpentine metal electrodes and careful electron-beam alignment to avoid cavity mode overlap, the coupled photonic crystal L3 cavities preserve their high quality factors. The deterministic resonance and phase control enables switching between the all-optical analog of electromagnetically-induced-transparency to flat-top filter lineshapes, with future applications of trapping photons and optoelectronic modulators. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3571283]

Based on analogies between classical electromagnetic fields and quantum probability amplitudes in atomic physics, electromagnetically-induced-transparency (EIT) and its photonic correspondence have been examined in atomic three-level canonical systems,¹,² atom-optical cavity systems,³ and chip-scale coupled photonic resonators such as indirectly coupled whispering gallery resonators⁴,⁵ and photonic crystal cavities.⁶,⁷ In its optical analog, the interferences of the electromagnetic wave between two excitation pathways has led to highly-dispersive absorption cancellation of the medium,³ resulting in phenomena such as stopping and dynamical storage of light.⁸,⁹

Here, we present the observations of deterministic resonance and phase tuning of multiple photonic crystal cavities with precisely-positioned chip-scale integrated electrodes, followed by the realization of an all-optical solid-state analog to EIT on-chip. The optical EIT-like lineshape has a comparable bandwidth-delay product to the atomic systems, although it has a significantly larger bandwidth and a correspondingly shorter delay.⁸ To achieve the coherent interferences on-chip, the detuning and phase mismatch between the optical transitions or oscillators must be tightly controlled; to overcome the resonance variations between multiple cavities on-chip,¹⁰ tuning schemes involving optical¹¹ or electrically carrier injection,¹² atomic layer deposition,¹³ integrated piezoelectric,¹⁴ and thermal heating¹⁵ have been examined. Efficient carrier injection through Drude plasma dispersion has enabled fast complementary metal-oxide semiconductor-compatible optoelectronic modulators with appreciable extinction ratios and small drive voltage requirements.¹⁶ These integrated approaches pave a scalable approach for chip-scale tuning, such as to simplify the resonance alignments of multiple cavities in variable delay lines, controllable light-matter interactions in slow-light photonic crystal waveguides,¹⁸ and high-speed efficient optical interconnects and transceivers on-chip.¹⁶

The photonic crystal cavities and membranes examined in this work are fabricated on a 250 nm thick silicon-on-insulator (SOI) device layer via optimized 248 nm deep-ultraviolet lithography and etching for reduced disorder scattering.¹⁹ The lattice constant of the photonic crystal is 420 nm with 110 nm hole radius. Each cavity is designed with three missing central holes (termed “L3”), with the nearest neighboring holes shifted.²⁰ Two approaches is developed to achieve the integrated electrical tuning on the suspended photonic device, illustrated through Fig. 1(d) subpanels (i)-(ii)-(iii) and (i)-(ii')-(iii'). The tuning electrode is 100 nm chrome by electron-beam evaporation. The folded serpentine layout of the heating electrodes, along with a con...

FIG. 1. (Color online) Chip-scale integrated tuning of photonic crystal two-cavity optical EIT system. (a) SEM of thermally tuned coupled cavities with thermal isolation trench and tuning electrodes. Scale bar: 5 μm. (b) SEM of single cavity. Scale bar: 500 nm. (c) 2D FDTD simulated model profile (log scale) with outline of integrated electrode. (d) Schematics of alternative nanofabrication flow. (i) SOI wafer, (ii) electron-beam lithography defined electrodes, and (iii) suspended silicon membrane. (ii') Initial sacrificial release and (iii') defining electrodes.
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We note that the thermal electrodes are nanofabricated at Q absorption. If the metal is placed too close to cavity region and intrinsic cavity, the heat is effectively diffused from electrodes to the cavity interference. The typical resonance extinction ratio is measured in the over-coupled regime of the first one approach. The initial resonance wavelength difference between the active and target cavities is given by \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{active}} = \lambda_{\text{target}} - \lambda_{\text{active}} \). The distance separation \( d \) of the active cavity is thermally redshifted to align up to the longer wavelength resonance \( \lambda_{\text{target}} \) of the target one. The initial resonance wavelength difference between the active and target cavities \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{target}} - \lambda_{\text{active}} \) is 2.7 nm. In Fig. 2(a) inset, we show the fine tuning at a higher base temperature with \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{target}} \) nm redshifted resonances. In Fig. 2(b), we plot the fine tuning of the active cavity near the target cavity for observing the interference patterns, with the resulting detuning \( \delta \) [\( \Delta \lambda_{\text{target}} - \lambda_{\text{active}} \)] illustrated. We emphasize that when \( \delta < 3.5 \), the line width of the transparency peak is narrower than the individual cavity linewidths, in the regime of EIT-like interferences.

Transmission measurements are performed with amplified spontaneous emission sources, with polarization controllers and tapered lensed input/output fiber coupling. DC bias is applied to the nanofabricated electrodes. The output is sent to an optical spectrum analyzer. In these measurements, each cavity is implemented in the over-coupled regime \( Q_{\text{coupling}} \approx 6000 \), with a resulting measured loaded \( Q \) in the range of 5600 to 8500 to allow for coherent in-plane cavity-cavity interference. The typical resonance extinction ratio is measured to be \( \approx 15 \) dB, and the correspondent intrinsic cavity Qs is \( \approx 33000 \). Figure 1(c) shows an example two-dimensional (2D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation of the L3 cavity with the tuning electrode outline. We note that the thermal electrodes are nanofabricated at four lattice periods away from the cavity (Fig. 1(c)) such that the heat is effectively diffused from electrodes to the cavity region and intrinsic cavity Q is not affected by the metal absorption. If the metal is placed too close to cavity (less than three lattice periods), much of the light would be dissipated. The distance separation \( L \) between two L3 cavities is 60 \( \mu \)m and includes thermal isolation trenches to achieve independent tuning of cavity resonance and intercavity phase.

Figure 2(a) shows the transmission spectra of two L3 cavities when the shorter wavelength resonance (at 1581.9 nm) of the active cavity is thermally redshifted to align up to the longer wavelength resonance (1584.4 nm) of the target one. The initial resonance wavelength difference between the active and target cavities \( \Delta \lambda_{\text{target}} - \lambda_{\text{active}} \) is 2.7 nm. In Fig. 2(a) inset, we show the fine tuning at a higher base temperature (with \( \approx 1 \) nm redshifted resonances). In Fig. 2(b), we plot the fine tuning of the active cavity near the target cavity for observing the interference patterns, with the resulting detuning \( \delta \) [\( \Delta \lambda_{\text{target}} - \lambda_{\text{active}} \)] illustrated. We emphasize that when \( \delta < 3.5 \), the line width of the transparency peak is narrower than the individual cavity linewidths, in the regime of EIT-like interferences.

The thermal resistance at room temperature is derived as 1.86 K/mW, comparable to optical tuning at 15.4 K/mW.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Transmission spectrum (a) measurement with fixed resonance tuning power ($P_r$=40.8 mW) and increasing phase tuning power ($P_\phi$) to adjust the transmission lineshape from flat-top reflectors to EIT-like peak. (b) Simulation with fixed cavity resonances and increasing phase. Inset: optical image of nanofabricated resonance and phase tuning electrodes on photonic crystal membrane with thermal isolation trenches.

photonic crystal waveguide to locally adjust the refractive index of the waveguide between the two cavities (Fig. 3 inset). For this second sample, the resonant wavelength is thermally tuned to 1569.86 nm, close to target cavity with resonance wavelength at 1569.97 nm ($\delta$=1.9). The relative cavity-cavity phase difference is adjusted through thermal-optic control of the waveguide between two cavities. Figure 3(a) shows that the transmission lineshape is gradually tuned from out-of-phase to in-phase. The phase shift $\Delta \Phi$ is tuned from $-0.07\pi$ to 0.03$\pi$ when the phase local tuning power increases from 4.13 to 6.91 mW (0.038 $\pi$/mW sensitivity). To illustrate the phase tuning process, the CMT simulated lineshapes with fixed detuning ($\delta$ at 1.6) is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), and matched well with experimental results without any fitting parameters. The tilted EIT-like peak with increasing phase tuning power is induced by the different $Q$s of the two interfering cavities.

In summary, we have demonstrated the integrated resonance tuning of multiple photonic crystal cavities by precisely electron-beam-positioned electrodes. The differential local cavity resonance tuning of 1.60 nm/mW and phase tuning of 0.038 $\pi$/mW have enabled flat-top reflectors and narrow band pass filters, with applications for tunable delay lines, efficient modulators, and photon pulse trapping and release in scalable multicavity implementations.